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At 3D Security Services, we are proud to provide





COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR 
 YOUR CONDOMINIUM'S 
EVERY SECURITY REQUIREMENT




We don't just provide the right security solution - we provide the right security solution for you!




Free Consultation
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At 3D Security Services, we are proud to provide





VERY BEST AND LATEST SECURITY SOLUTIONS, 
 TAILORED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUR 
CONDOMINIUM BUILDING




Free Consultation
















3D Security Services





Raise the perception of Uniformed Security in the province of Ontario by consistently providing well-trained, motivated and professional guards.”

3D Security and Response Services was established in 2016. Originally the company was created in order to provide security consulting to condominiums and other facilities. This was done through Security Audits / Risk Management Reports. What followed was that 3D became a recognized expert and educator for the industry. Invited to speak, educate, and present in cities from Ottawa to Windsor, we went forth to promote the value of effective training and proactive security solutions. Several valued clients contacted the management team and asked if 3D Security would be willing / able to provide the same level of expertise and professionalism in the uniformed security division. The answer was “Yes” and so beginning the research and training....







Looking at the industry, we saw that while training was available to guards, most companies charged the staff to partake in the courses. This was identified as a deterrent to providing both well-trained and motivated staff. When the team members see themselves as a source of revenue for the company that they represent, they are not motivated to attend the training sessions. This was changed from Day 1, as one of our core beliefs is that by providing the opportunity to train, we are providing the team with the opportunity to advance.

The mission statement for 3D Security - “To increase the perception of uniformed guard services province-wide by proving motivated, well trained, professional guards at every location” – is read at the beginning of every team meeting. 
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Services We Offer
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Condominium Concierge

There are times where your condominium needs service above and beyond what the traditional security guard / agency can offer. It is for condominiums looking for this service that our separate Condominium Concierge Service department has been created. Call / e-mail us for a proposal and experience the difference from our Black Tie Team Members! 
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Enhanced Security Team

There are times when “Good enough” just will not cut it when it comes to the security of your facility and the safety of all those within. When security is important to you and your stakeholders, you want to work with partners that take security seriously and are constantly improving the services they offer.
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Uniformed Security Services 

There are times when “Good enough” just will not cut it when it comes to the security of your condominium and the safety of all those within. When security is important to you and your stakeholders, you want to work with partners that take security seriously and are constantly improving the services they offer.
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Event Security

3D Security and Response Services has a proven track record of providing the best event security services in Ottawa. As a result of our dedication to education and the training of our valuable team members, we possess the skills and team to make sure that your event proceeds as smoothly and professionally as possible. 
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Security Audits

3D Security Services has the proven depth and experience to thoroughly evaluate a building, residential home, or facility in order to determine potential breeches in security and provide recommendations to reduce mitigate or offload security exposure to the facility.
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Security Project Management

Once a report or knowledge of building vulnerabilities is established, the next step is the smooth implementation of the report’s recommendations in the facilities PSS (Physical Security System). This can be a daunting task as building facilitators struggle with prioritizing which recommendation is more important than the other.
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I use 3D Security Services at a high-end Condominium Complex that I manage in Ottawa. The complex has a major focus on security, as a gated complex that relies on 24/7 security guard service to verify that visitors and contractors have permission to be there, and refuse entry to unauthorized visitors. Having heard positive feedback about 3D Security Services from other Property Managers, I recommended to my Board of Directors that they explore 3D to replace the multiple large companies that had been contracted previously with poor results.

Since the Board has hired 3D Security Services, I have received continual positive feedback from my staff and my ownership. Owners love the increased competence of the guards and their amazing customer service, and my staff has been able to more easily complete their work with the improved communication from the security guards. Also, from a high level point of view, my interactions with the company’s owner have been amazing. Since being hired, I have received incident reports more promptly than ever before, and he has proactively looked for ways to add value beyond just staffing our gatehouse. Most notably, 3D has developed a software used for the vetting of visitors and contractors. This increases the efficiency with which the guards are able to process the line of visitors, and develops a searchable log of all visitors and contractors who have come in and out of the property.

I would happily recommend 3D Security Services to any Condominium Manager or Board of Directors who are considering making a change.


John F








The Board of Directors of a large well known downtown Luxury Condominium complex which spans an entire city block, was in need of a comprehensive security review. Management reached out to 3D Security Services and other comparable firms to obtain proposals to recommend to our client. The Board ultimately accepted our recommendation to retain 3D Security Services, as the proposal provided much value at a reasonable price compared to the competition. The comprehensive report allowed the Board and Management to obtain a reliable third party security review which offered many practical solutions to enhance and maintain the desired security level for the complex. Scott and his team addressed every issue that we had hoped for as well as many more. Scott made multiple site visits where he thoroughly reviewed the building's security measures, from lighting, to CCTV cameras, to perimeter security and more. Thank you Scott for your easy to ready professional report and presentation.


Apollo Property Management








The Board of Directors of a large well known downtown Luxury Condominium complex which spans an entire city block, was in need of a comprehensive security review. Management reached out to 3D Security Services and other comparable firms to obtain proposals to recommend to our client. The Board ultimately accepted our recommendation to retain 3D Security Services, as the proposal provided much value at a reasonable price compared to the competition. The comprehensive report allowed the Board and Management to obtain a reliable third party security review which offered many practical solutions to enhance and maintain the desired security level for the complex. Scott and his team addressed every issue that we had hoped for as well as many more. Scott made multiple site visits where he thoroughly reviewed the building's security measures, from lighting, to CCTV cameras, to perimeter security and more. Thank you Scott for your easy to ready professional report and presentation.


Apollo Property Management







 















Why People Choose Us




 






We are committed to finding right solution for you

At 3D Security Services we are able to provide an in-depth analysis of your current system or situation and look for ways to incorporate best business practices into all recommendations.











We stay current with developing technology and education

With the rapid advances in technology and products, it is incumbent on a professional security provider to ensure that their staff members are kept current with the latest products and services that are being brought to the security market. As a proud member of three international security organizations, as well as local chapters, 3D Security Services has a mandate for continuing education.






 

 

 









We don’t just provide the correct security solution – we provide the correct security solution for you!
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At 3D Security Services, we stress prevention over reaction. Our core business is providing security solutions to keep our clients assets safe and secure before an incident takes place. We work with condominiums, hotels, commercial and industrial facilities to identify threats and vulnerabilities that have the potential to compromise the security of the buildings.







Request a Free Consultation










Select area of interest
Enhanced Uniform Security Services and Mobile Patrols
Facility - Security Audits, Threat/Risk Assessments, Emergency Preparation Planning
Executive and Close Protection Services (Bodyguard)
Security & Project Management
Consulting & Investigation Requests



 



Submit now

















About 3D Security Services
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Our core business is providing security solutions to keep our clients assets safe and secure before an incident takes place. We work with condominiums, hotels, commercial and industrial facilities to identify threats and vulnerabilities that have the potential to compromise the security of the buildings. 
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Contact Us




	Address :Ottawa / Toronto
	Mail Us[email protected]
	Phone/FaxOttawa: 613-908-8888 
 Toronto: 1-888-299-8903
 Fax: 613-701-0363






Subscribe Us




Sign up for our mailing list to get latest updates.



Go


Your email address is confidential
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